Live Capture Small Animal Traps

Small Animal Front Release Trap
#TH102XL Small Animal, Front Release
Live Trap is designed for chipmunks,
small squirrels, rats, gophers and similar
small animals. It weighs 2 pounds,
measures 18”L x 5”W x 5”H and is made
of 1/2" x 1" - 16 gauge galvanized wire
mesh. These traps are made in the USA,
built to last for years, quality inspected
and easy to set and use. Years of
experience and common sense went
into the construction of these
durable and economical wire mesh
traps. Nixalite offers a variety of traps
for the most common pest species.

#TH102XL - Live Capture Small Animal Trap

18”L x 5”W x 5”H
1/2” x 1” - 16 ga. wire
Fully Assembled, Ready To Use

Basic Trapping Guidelines
Before you place the trap, pre-bait the area for
several days. Once animals are drawn to the bait,
place the trap at the pre-bait location. Place the
bait on top of or next to the trap until the animals
are accustomed to the presence of the trap. After
that, move the bait inside the trap as far from the
access door as possible (so the animals have to

fully enter the trap to get the bait). Tie or block
open the trap door so the animals can get into and
out of the trap. After the animals are accustomed
to going inside the trap, untie or unblock the trap
door so the next time the animal enters, it cannot
get back out. Inspect the trap every day. Be
cautious when removing trapped animals.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird
and animal trapping can be as much art as it is science and you might not catch anything. Effective
trapping takes planning, knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.
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